Summary. The process of questioning the authority of academic history-in the form in which it emerged at the turn of the 19 th century-began in the 1970s, when Hayden White pointed out the rhetorical dimension of historical discourse. His British colleague Alun Munslow went a step further and argued that the ontological statuses of the past and history are so different that historical discourse cannot by any means be treated as representation of the past. As we have no access to that which happened, both historians and artists can only present the past in accordance with their views and opinions, the available rhetorical conventions, and means of expression.
In his introduction to Experiments in Rethinking
History, a collection of fourteen experimental pieces of historical writing, Robert A. Rosenstone states:
"No writers have clung more firmly (desperately, even) to traditional forms than those academic historians whose professed aim is to accurately reconstruct the past. "
1 In order to achieve this aim, historians kept telling the past as linear stories narrated 
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which tells the story of American encounters with Meiji Japan, represents the most important landmark in experimental historying. 8 we do "with all the knowledge about the past that we preserve, publish, and teach"? 11 However, he does not focus so much on the artefactuality of history. Rather, he uses the encyclopaedic device of cross-references to mimic, directly or indirectly, the non-systemic character of our everyday experience.
That is why in his book we can hear no authorial voice commenting on quotations from fictional and Moreover, it presents a significantly different understanding of the past and history.
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As the story develops, Wokulski every now and again thinks about how disastrous his idea has been:
to give humankind an instrument of technological progress at the cost of becoming a hegemon and enslaving people thanks to the power of alkaloid.
Towards the end of the novel, he decides to travel to faraway future only to return to the very moment when the story began in the Zulu country. Significantly, on his way back, he stops at every key juncture of the story to multiply the possibilities of how a given event might develop. In a sense, it is reminiscent of the reversal of the strategies typical of the 
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